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Abstract

Galveston Island is a fragile environment beset by a number of related
problems. The impacts of storms and hurricanes are widely publicized;
less well known are the cumulative effects of recreation, beachfront
construction and long-term coastal erosion.

A year-long study of Galveston Island, using color infrared aerial pho
tography taken at three-month intervals, gave significant insight into
the changes brought about by natural processes and by man's activi
ties. Comparison of historical photos with recent photography shows
clearly where erosion and accretion are occurrinq and establishes both
short- and long-term rates of loss or gain of beachfront. Photoanaly-
s1s, coupled with ground verification, also documents trends in the
island's development as well as the often-destructive effects of widely
accepted practices. These include: the destruction of dunes by recrea
tional traffic, the loss of dune vegetation from preconstructlon clear
ing; and the counterproductive impacts of jetty construction, bulkhead-
ing and rlprapping. Although many of these phenomena are visible to
the perceptive ground observer the use of synoptic aerial photoqrpahy
not only shows what is going on, 1t also establishes surprising inter
relationships between many of these practices and activities.

Introduction

The original purpose of this study was to provide the City of Galveston
with environmental documentation needed for planning the future
development of the island. The major data source was to he color
infrared aerial photography acquired seasonally from the spring of 1977
through spring of 1978. However, the added availability of other-year
data gave such strong evidence of mid- to long-term trends in physical
processes—particularly rates of erosion--that the single-year concept
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was perforce abandoned. What has evolved has been a more comprehensive
study based on aerial photography from the mid-1960's through 1980. It
has been helpful to consider this relatively modern data within the
context of the geologic development of the island.

Historic Accretion and Erosion

Radiocarbon data from Bernard et^ aK (1959) indicate that Galveston
Island emerged as a coastal barrier some 5000 to 6000 years ago and
grew in a seaward direction until at least 1600 years before present.
Morton (1974) attributes the Island's growth to sands from the Missis
sippi River bedloads and from reworked shelf deposits transported
shoreward by wave action during the Holocene sea-level rise; however,
he also states that the conditions which favored accretion have been
altered during the past 600 years.

Morgan and Larlmore (1957) point out that the Mississippi, which depo
sited sand directly into the westward-moving littoral drift during the
accretionary period, has for 300 to 400 years been emptying Its sedi
ments into deep water off the present blrdfoot delta. And Moherek
(1976) concludes that the present net movement of Gulf shelf sands near
Galveston Is offshore rather than onshore. The resulting present-day
condition of rapid erosion along the western coastline of Louisiana
(Morgan and Larlmore, 1957) and the northwestern shoreline of Texas
(Morton, 1974) has been further aggravated by erection of jetties which
block what little longshore sand replenishment is still available.

Recent History

Galveston Island is now a barrier beach nearly 30 miles (48 km) long by
about 3 miles (4.8 km) at Its widest. Galveston, the only city, was an
active port by the end of the 18th century; however, it was not
charted, nor did any significant growth occur, until the latter part of
the 19th Century (F1g. 1 next page). Construction of the two long
jetties flanking the port entrance was begun in 1884 and completed in
1894 (Morton, 1974). At about the same time, sand dunes were removed
to provide easier access to the beach for vacationers (Davis, 1974).
This action was later regretted.

The 20th century has been a stormy time for Galveston. Of the 44 hur
ricanes hitting the coast of Texas since 1900, ten have produced storm
tides high enough to cause significant damage to the island. The Sep
tember 1900 hurricane was the most destructive on record at Galveston,
with winds of miles per hour (195 km/hr) and a storm tide of 14.5 ft.
(4.4 m) above sea level (Herblch and Hales, 1970).

The 1900 storm resulted in a loss of 600 lives and $25,000,000 in pro
perty damage. To afford protection from future hurricanes, construc
tion of the Galveston seawall began 1n 1902. The initial four-mile (6.9
km) segment, completed in 1904, was long enough to shield turn-of-the-
century Galveston. The seawall was extended eastward to the south
jetty during the periods 1918-1920 and 1923-1926, and westward to Its
present terminus during three separate construction periods: 1926-1927,
1951-1953 and 1958-1963. Until World War II the city developed behind
the protection of the seawall. With postwar building pressures, new
housing began to appear beyond the west end of the seawall, a situation
which triggered the funding and construction of the final extension
(Davis, 1974).
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Figure 1. Galveston in 1867 (early Corps of Engineers survey). A
natural deep channel, enters from the Gulf of Mexico at upper riqht
and passes near the Island's north shore at center.

The seawall has served its chief purpose well. Althouqh relatively
strong hurricanes struck Galveston either directly or close by in 1909,
1919 and 1961 (Carla), there was no loss of life and only modest
property damage. The 1915 hurricane Is estimated to have been more
intense than the 1900 hurricane, but it cost only 20 lives and
$4,500,000 1n damages. (Davis, 1974).

About 300 ft (90 m) of sand beach lay seaward of the newly huilt seawall
during the first decade of the 1900's but most of this was washed away
by the 1915 storm. Some of this sand returned In a short time; however,
later erosional events removed nearly all of the original sand heach.
All that remains today 1s the riprap at the toe of the seawall (Davis,
1974).

The problem of rapid erosion alonq the city's beachfront became apparent
early on. A 1934 Corps of Enqineers study concluded that construction
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of a system of qroins would both protect the seawall and maintain a
recreational heach. Congress provided funding in 1936 and the project,,
consisting of thirteen 500-ft-long (150 m) qroins spaced at 1500-ft (450
in) intervals, was completed in 1939 (Oavis, 1974). The effort proved
less than a siqnal success. The steel-sheet-pile-and-timber structures
were attacked by rust and marine borers, eventually having to be bols
tered by a stone-capped rubble covering. Worse, the beach continued to
disappear, leaving the base of the seawall bare above the lower water
line. No qroins were included in the westward seawall extension when ft
was built during the 1950's, nor have any been added since that time.

Galveston Today

Figure 2 shows modern Galveston, a far cry from the sleepy seaport
of the 1860's (Fig. 1). The jetties, at riqht, serve to maintain the
main entrance channel but they also block the longshore drift. The
seawall runs from the south jetty across the spoil fields to the heach
at 8th Street, thence along the waterfront to its present terminus just
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Figure 2. East half of Galveston Island, January 1970. NASA photo.
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beyond the airport. Pelican Island, across the channel from downtown
Galveston, is composed almost entirely of spoil from channel dredging.
Much of the present northeast tip of the island is also spoil.

Figure 2 shows that by 1970 housing construction again extended well
beyond the end of the seawall. An extensive development, including both
beachfront housing and dredge-and-fi 11 lots in the estuarine wetlands,
is seen at the extreme lower left of the photography. Note also the
dwellings at the left side of Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 3 shows the northeast end of the island at significantly larger
scale. The area seaward of the seawall is mostly natural sediment whose
source was undoubtedly the Galveston Island shoreline lyinq to the
southwest. Although the normal wind and wave directions generate long
shore currents whch run northeast-to-southwest, conditions often occur
which generate a southwest-to-northeast longshore drift, with resultant
scour along the front of the seawall and deposition into the wedge at
the center of Fig. 3. The prominent dune lines seen in this photo show

cigure 3. East Beach on Galveston Island, July 1977. Texas ASM photo.
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the direction of beach advance during the past several decades of
localized accretion. Since almost no sand now remains in front of the
seawall, continued East Beach accretion is unlikely.

The land appendage protruding into the main ship channel at right center
in Fig. 3 comes from accumulated water-borne sediments driven across the
jetty by the action of waves coming from the south. This area, as well
as the area of beachfront dunes just across the jetty, is heavily used
by trail bikes and dune buggies--no great problem if the shoreline were
to continue to accrete, but a destructive and potentially dangerous
recreational practice should this shoreline begin to erode.

Figure 4. West end of the seawall, June 1967. Corps of Engineers photo.

The top of the seawall has been a major thoroughfare from the begin
ning. When the west extension was completed in 1963, a ramp continued
directly down to the beach from Seawall Boulevard. Figure 4 shows the
end of the seawall in 1967, with 200 ft (60 m) of beach sand seaward of
the toe. Contrast this with Figure 5, taken in 1980, when the waterline
lay about 150 ft (45 m) inshore from the seawall base. Note also the
four beachfront houses at left in Figure 4. These had all disappeared
by the time the Figure 5 photo was taken.

Figure 5. Same area as Figure 4, October 19(10. NASA photo.
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Figure 6. Beachfront homes beyond the seawall, October 1980. NASA.

Over the past decade or so there have been no beachfront homes built
immediately downdrift from the end of the seawall. The first such
development, shown in Fiqure 6, begins 2.8 miles (4.5 km) from the base
of the ramp seen in Figures 4 and 5. The house jutting out toward the
Gulf almost certainly will be an early-1980's casualty to erosion. Its
owners, some time before 1977, attempted to shore up their investment by
carefully setting riprapping around the exposed periphery of the yard.
However, since 1977 there have been three major erosional events
affecting Galveston Island: Hurricane Anita, which struck the coast of
Mexico 400 miles (650 km) from Galveston in late August 1977; three
successive tropical storms which glanced off the Texas coast near Corpus
Chnsti early in September 1979; and Hurricane Allen, which went ashore
near Brownsville in mid-August 1980. The first two events produced
moderate erosion on either side of the house in Figure 6, but only
slight damage to the riprap. Allen, which struck the coast some 300
miles (480 km) to the south, caused up to 30 ft (10 m) of erosion in the
immediate vicinity of the house and left the riprapping in disarray. The
dark, jagged line running roughly parallel to the waterline in Figure 6
is the post-Allen bluffline; the light gray areas inshore from that are
sand sheets thrown up over the low-lying bluffs at the height of the
distant storm. The thrown-up sand represents a permanent loss of beach,
as does the retreating bluffline.

Consider that none of these storms occurred close by Galveston. Anita
furthest away, produced storm tides at Galveston 2 ft (0.6 m) above
normal for a 30-hour period. Heavy, wind-driven surf superimposed on
the higher sea level set up much-stronger-than-normal scouring currents
acting directly on the beachfront bluffs. The effects of the distant
tropical storms of 1979 and Hurricane Allen were quite similar, the
latter being documented in Figure 6.

The impact of the next major hurricane to hit near Galveston will be
catastrophic. Even though most island homes are elevated about 10 ft (3
IB) above ground, those situated on the low-lying southwest end will be
essentially unprotected from massive hurricane waves riding on storm
tides which are 10 ft (3 m) or more above normal tide level.

The highest rate of erosion on the island is at the southwest tip.
Figure 7 is a blown up section of a 1970 high-altitude color photo. It
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Figure 7. Southwest end of Galveston Island, January 1970. NASA.

Figure 8. Southwest end of Galveston Island, December 1977. Texas ASM.
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Figure 9. Southwest end of Galveston Island, October 1980. NASA.
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shows the toll plaza area of the then-recently-completed San Luis
Pass-Vacek Bridge. Note the well-developed dune-and-swale Hneatlons at
the lower right 1n this photo. The toll area split the middle of the
end of the island 1n 1970 and the end of the vegetated bluff line then
lay about 940 ft (275 m) seaward of the toll-area turnaround.

Figure 8 shows the same area eight years later with the bluff line only
440 ft (135 m) away. Nearly 100 ft (30 m) of this erosion happened
during the 1977 study year, of which over 50 ft (15 m) was due to
Hurricane Anita. Although the January 1970-to-December 1977 erosion
took place during a sporadic sequence of erosional events, loss of beach
1n this area during that period averaged 60 ft (18 m) per year.

The tropical storms of 1979 caused relatively little erosion of these
low bluffs; however, they did create a shallow, high-tide channel
between the Gulf and the T-shaped Inlet seen just left of the toll area
In Figure 8. The Impact of Hurricane Allen served to widen and deepen
that opening. Figure 9, taken shortly after the passage of Allen, shows
a broad, blue-water channel which not only isolates the former tip of
the island but makes the bridge approach significantly more vulnerable
to storm attack. About 50 ft (15 m) of additional bluff loss took place
between late 1979 and late 1980, most of which seems attributable to
Hurricane Allen.

Erosion at this end of the island Is aggravated by vehicular traffic.
Earlier photography showed an even, fairly regular bluff line which
closely parallelled the waterline. All of the 1977 photography, on the
other hand, showed the bluff line to be quite Irregular, with auto and
motorcycle ruts cutting randomly through the bluff to the beach. The
superimposltlon of this recreation-based erosion factor on top of
longshore current scouring and direct wave attack seems certain to
accelerate the rate of loss of beach.

Figures 8 and 9 show that the southwest end of the island no longer
contains a regular dune structure, although one may be seen, though
faintly, In Figure 7. The beach bluffs are quite low-lying along the
southwestern 10 percent of the island's length and the bluff frontage,
Instead of rising toward a pronounced dune structure further in, drops
gently along what would usually be considered a characteristic
beh1nd-the-dunes meadow. But In spite of the rapid rate of erosion and
the low elevations In this part of the West Beach area, beachfront
residential construction continues apace.

Conclusions

Barrier systems, by their very nature, are both fraqile and
unstable. Galveston Island 1n particular is now being threatened by
natural forces and by relatively unrestricted human activities. The
conditions which brought about shoreline accretion at the northeast end
of the Island and continuing erosion along the southwest shoreline are
not readily changed—the situation must simply run its course. As
discussed earlier, little further increase should occur at East Reach
because the supply appears to be nearly exhausted. However, decrease in
beach frontage southwest of the seawall will continue until a new
equilibrium shoreline is established.

Barring initiation of a modifying artifact such as artificial beach
replenishment, one could look to the dune and bluff veqetation as the
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primary barrier to erosion. Unlimited access to the beach, dune and
bluff areas 1s a recreational luxury which can no longer be tolerated—
and by mid-1978 the local government had Indeed taken steps to limit
such access. In the absence of previously unrestricted traffic on the
bluffs, as well as that from the bluffs to the beach, a fair amount of
natural, beneficial revegetation should now take place.

Shoreline construction 1s another matter. Purchase of a beachfront home
in a low-lying, high-risk area 1s a chancy business, but an individual
decision nonetheless. However, when the beachfront development process
brings about the depletion or loss of the deep-rooted perennial grasses
which stabilize the dunes, a private activity becomes a public concern.
It would seem, then, that consideration might be given to protection of
dune and bluff vegetation, and that this should be achieved by
restricting both the public and private use of still-undeveloped beach
front. To do otherwise would simply hasten the day of Its eventual
loss.
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BEACH CHANGES AND ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS
OF BEACH CONSERVATION IN HONG KONG

C.L. So

Abstract

A study of beach changes experienced in Hong Kong reveals the
predominant roles played by typhoons in beach erosion. Restoration
of the beaches in the storm-free period is found to be dependent on
replenishment of sand supply. Where this is curtailed, cumulative
loss of valuable beach materials poses increasing problems in beach
conservation.

Introduction

Beaches in Hong Kong undergo differential changes in response to the
operation of wave systems of varied energy. Promoted by the predomi
nance of 8and on the beaches, these changes make themselves felt on
both a short-term and a long-term basis notwithstanding the designa
tion (Davies, 1964) of a mesotldal, low-energy coastal environment.
The outcome of such changes, expressed in the loss and gain of beach
materials of varied calibre and value, not only serves as a guide to
any planned preservation of the beaches locally, but also provides
experience that merits wider attention.

The Setting

As part of the seaward termination of the South China massif, Hong
Kong is largely a dissected upland terrain rising to over 900 m.
Its coastline is long in relation to its area of 1,033 km2. Dominated
by the widespread occurrence of bays, elongated channels, projecting
peninsulas and offshore Islands, the ria form of the coast bears wit
ness to the residual encroachment of the sea related to the Flandrlan
transgression. The coastal configuration is such that marked contrasts
in orientation and exposure within a limited stretch of the coast are
the rule rather than the exception. Where infilling of drowned valleys
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and inlets by marine and by fluvial agents in the post-submergence
episode has helped to curtail coastal crenulation to some extent, It
has given rise to bayside beaches, baybars, spits, cuspate beaches
and tombolos. These beaches associated with a good variety of coastal
depositlonal forms, where they have survived modification through
reclamation and engineering construction related to housing and water
supply projects, provide essential bases for recreation and amenity.

Beach Changes

There is evidence to show that changes of the sandy shorelines of Hong
Kong have been brought about in a number of ways. First there are
those changes associated with seasonal variations in the wind and wave
conditions. These are related to a monsoonal regime dominated by
north-easterlies in winter and south-westerlies in summer. Secondly
beach changes are brought about by wave action of above-average
intensity. These owe their origin to the onset and passage of occa
sional typhoons during the period from June to September and recovery
of some beach levels in the ensuing storm-free period (So, 1972).
Thirdly there are beach changes accompanying semi-diurnal tidal fluc
tuations with a maximum amplitude of 2.5 m, such changes being asso
ciated with varied degrees of berm development (Williams, 1971).
Fourthly changesof the sandy shorelines arise from contributions of
sediments by fluvial agents at times of high discharge and abundant
load. This is seen especially in the north-western partswhich receive
supplies from the Sham Chun and the Pearl Rivers, and also where deep
weathering made possible by a humid tropical environment has provided
some ready debris to be moved downstream, into estuaries and onto adja
cent foreshores by fluvial agents. While the last two categories of
changes are more localized in effect, the response of the sandy shore
lines to functioning of the monsoonal system and to the onset of
typhoons leaves more prominent and lasting imprints. The impact of
the typhoons on the beaches, in particular, can be far-reaching where
beaches fall to recover fully In the storm-free period, posing problems
associated with the cumulative loss of valuable beach materials.

A study of these beach changes brought about in Hong Kong has been
carried out. Emphasizing a field approach, this is largely based on
field monitoring of changes in beach morphology and in beach sediments.
To trace morphological changes in detail, some representative beaches,
chosen on the basis of varied exposure, offshore depth, and lithology,
were levelled with a 'Wild' self-reducing tacheometer at regular time
intervals, and before and after the onset of each typhoon or other
tropical cyclone. Precision levelling is preferred as it leaves the
sand surface undisturbed prior to the onset of a typhoon. Where the
beaches are packed with holiday-makers during the day in summer, the
surveying work has to be carried out with special lighting aids at
night. Beach levels obtained are subjected to quantitative treatment
and compiled into contour maps and profiles to depict beach changes in
three dimensions. This serves to establish sweep zones and enables
beach profile changes as a function of time and as a response to marked
increase in wave energy to be traced and viewed in perspective.
Sampling of beach materials over similar time spans for subsequent
testing and analysis in the laboratory extends the observation, and
provides the basis for spatial considerations of beach sediment
transfer. While continuous records of waves are provided by transis
torized F.M. pressure recorders, on-site instrumental observations of
wind parameters have been carried out with portable anemometers and
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wind vanes where necessary. To render comparative study more meaningful,
these field observations extended to different beaches have been synchro
nised as far as possible.

Impact of Typhoons

Comparison of beach states before and after typhoons reveals considerable
levelling of the beach and widening of the surf zone, even at the expense
of pre-existing ridges. The middle portion of the beach within one meter
below and above the mean sea level is most prone to such changes.
Locally surficlal loss of sand tends to be enhanced where built struc
tures on the way of the advancing swash channelize and strengthen the
backwash causing a localised network of rills to develop and to effect
scouring of the beach. Both the beach and its submarine slope suffer
in part a loss of sand which is hardly compensated for by gains elsewhere.
The lower beach slope, besides being polluted by driftwood and other
objects, witnesses the encroachment of pebbles on sand which are more
often scattered than thrown into ephemeral cusps. The flattened beach
surface terminates abruptly on the backshore where arise a slope dis
continuity that is concave upwards and talus of gained sand. Analysis
of beach materials shows that after a typhoon coarser sand tends to
occur, especially at the back of the beach where heavy minerals are also
found to concentrate. Sediment-analytical studies further reveal the
displacement and mixing of environment-sensitive particles of beach
materials as well as their by-passing of environments in the course of
sediment transport. Surf zone sediments, for Instance, by-pas3 the
beach zone, the foredune ridge and the barrier flat on their way to the
backshore. Dry typhoons, being few compared with wet ones, may induce
some sporadic migration of sand once winds occur above the threshold
velocity required to move the sand particles.

Mobility of beach levels as impact of the onset and passage of typhoons
is thus found to be associated with concomitant removal of sand from,
and encroachment of pebbles, fragments and debris on, some sectors of
the beach compartments. While the combing wave action of above-average
intensity together with plunging breakers and a destructive backwash
would pave the way towards such hazardous mode of sediment transport,
much of the beach response to upset of equilibrium of the shore system
is attributable to conditions of shoaling waves entering shallow water,
turbulence in the breaker zone and sheet flow in the zone of swash and
backwash. It would thus appear that beaches affected by a typhoon, by
undergoing changes, tend to adjust themselves to the specialized wave
dynamics and the intricate structure of the associated swash and
backwash. Less swash, and o more destructive backwash which scours
uway sediments, are involved. In this the fetch becomes less signifi
cant as winds in a typhoon may raise a high sea within a short distance.
The higher and steeper waves, locally reaching up to 6 m in height when
the center is near (Cuming, 1957), favour the development of plunging
breakers and combing wave action. In such circumstances, the beaches
are worked over and the submarine slopes are reorganized under condi
tions of a shortage of materials and considerable wave turbulence
caused by gusts.

The precise manner in which the process shapes the beach can be
significantly modified by variations in the relative and the absolute
duration of each stage of the storm. The structure of a typhoon is
such that swell development up to a day or more occurs with both the
approach and the departure of the typhoon while the generation of
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forced waves with duration averaging 7 hours (Heywood, 1950) accompanies
the passage of Its center. Thus the initial stage of the typhoon wit
nesses waves of rapidly growing strength levelling out the beach slope
and increasingly throwing up pebbles onto the surf zone. The height of
the typhoon is marked by maximum wave combing and displacement of the
finer and lighter sand grains in suspension. The vertical limit of this
effect is determined by the oversplash of storm surges which, varying in
Intensity according to coastal configuration (Cheng, 1967), and locally
being enhanced when onshore winds coincide with spring high water, have
been recorded up to 8 m above the predicted tide (Watts, 1959).
Overtopping of the beaches by waves, being dependent partly on the direc
tion of storm wave propagation in relation to beach orientation is
frequent. With the passage of the center of the typhoon, winds veer so
that beaches little affected by swell at the approach of the typhoon
would now experience its full impact. Beaches affected by typhoonal
winds may therefore experience maximum wave intensity either early or
late in the effective storm period.

It is thus apparent that the impact of typhoons on beaches in Hong Kong
amounts to a rejuvenation of wave action and its extension to a higher
level and a wider zone. To this process beaches of sand readily respond
by appreciable transformation and by partial redistribution of their
constituent materials. The resultant extent of beach disturbance out
paces that brought about by seasonal wind and wave variations related to
the monsoonal regime, bern development associated with semi-diurnal
tidal changes, and fluvial contribution to beach deposition made possi
ble by deep weathering in a humid tropical environment. Post-typhoonal
beach changes indicate that materials lost by the beaches in storms may
be made good in the following storm-free season so that, with few excep
tions, the usual winter 'cut', summer 'fill' pattern may be replaced by
late summer 'cut', winter 'stable' and early summer 'fill' tendencies.
However, some of the beaches have failed to recover fully. The time it
takes for beach recovery to complete ranges from a season to a decade or
more. The general tendency is for the intensified, though short-lived,
process responsible for the loss of sand in the storm to be followed by
a long but slow process of recovery. Successive typhoons or other trop
ical cyclones may terminate the recovery process or renew the pattern
of 'cut and fill'. The state of the beach at any one time Is determined
by the progress of its recovery from the last typhoonal effect.

Problems of Beach Conservation

In respect of such beach changes associated with a typhoonal environment,
the major problems of beach conservation that deserve attention are nu
merous. Where coastal sinks occur, inducement of post-typhoonal deposi
tion through negative feedback by a reduced beach gradient, and restora
tion of the beaches in a storm-free period, are dependent on replenish
ment of 8and supply. Where sediment traps develop, spatial redistribu
tion of beach materials is involved in a beach transport system.

On these beaches, short-term changes are often greater than the long-
term, and the work performed by marine agents in the short-lived
typhoon is many times that carried out over the long, storm-free
period. Uniform!tarianism based on this would appear to be taken too
far. The catastrophic mode of beach changes in a typhoonal environment
calls for attention to the relative importance of magnitude over fre-
qency as a process parameter to be taken into consideration in the
design and implementation of beach conservation measures.
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While anthropogenic forms may occur where built structures on the way of
the advancing storm waves enhance localized erosion, comparable effects
arising from obstruction of storm wave propagation by accumulation of
pebbles, boulders and blocks may aggravate the situation. Furthermore,
the need for removal of undesirable pebbles, boulders, angular fragments
and debris from the beaches by laborers in the aftermath of a typhoon,
apart from adding to the cost of management and upkeep, may pose the
risk of disturbance of the beach profiles where mass disposal is neces
sary, thus inducing further post-typhoonal beach changes the effect of
which may not be beneficial.

Conclusion

It is obvious that in Hong Kong the packing of wave energy into short
periods imposes on the beaches patterns of 'cut' and 'fill' not always
emphasized in texts. The enormous disparity between what happens at
ordinary times and during periods of storms, which Is so widely felt
in the typhoonal environment ensures that the mode and the tempo <H
beach processes vary significantly in wave environments of contrasting
energy. The relevance of this to beach conservation is not to be
ignored.
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Abstract

INITIATION OF SCOUR OF COHESIONLESS DEPOSITS
IN THE COASTAL ZONE

B.A. Chrfstensen

i,«leco!!%r0b1em 0f,inc1pient motion of the particles of a coheslon-
J? view it XuK^i? br?ha?Pr2?ched from afeministic pointr.SSlM . be realized that this phenomenon actually must be of
a stochastic nature due to the turbulence of the flowing water and thl
more or less random composition of the bed material 9

hL^Wl!9 "Pre?s1?ns f°r the time-mean velocity profile near the
Sl&'Sffirtter onVfl ^? *"»«.«*1ng on £ Jndivfaua

Introduction

ftiwS 1n,portance in "ttoral processes and in the success orfailure of man-made structures exposed to flowinq water in coital «,•
haseb e"n Stea^n^ J"?!0" °! Whe" 'K&S »t m JSplice^-X^lSTt S^of £&$!>™ "*«"" quite fre-
the rrSr?{L°fJ!!°U9ht hav* ev°1ved- the c'tlcal velocity approach andm!» SU Ve forceLaPPi-oach. Both are used today, however the tractive force approach does seem to be the most attractive^

?senet?es«rv1t^ntibehaVIOr 0f cohesive and cohesionless materials itof 2n 5f develop separate erosion criteria for these two types
sits nd J«i?tfS"{L'?d ,She11 b?ds are the most co^on cotsl?) depo-
li-mneS'to'tt^oheS^Sr^as?6 r6SearCh reP°rted '" this

K;,::bn;,Dep''of clvn **™"*. »»>*. », F,orida.
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A formula for the critical bottom velocity at which a granular cohesion-
less bed material will begin to move was - according to Forchheimer
(1914) - proposed by Brahms already in 1753. This bottom velocity is
postulated to be proportional to the dry weight of a singular grain to
the one sixth power corresponding to Sternberg's (1875) later formula
stating that the critical bed velocity Is proportional to the square
foot of the grain-size. Many similar formulas have been presented
since then, mostly by European researchers. Among these contributors
to the critical velocity approach the following should be mentioned;
du Buat (1786), Umpfenbach (1830), Telford (1838), Redfenbacher (1852),
Sainjou (1871), Blackwell (1872), Suchler (1883), Airy (1885) and
Frand us (1890). These early results are discussed and referenced by
Forchheimer in his 1914 book and by Graf (1971). The location of the
critical reference velocity is not always well defined in the contri
butions. Sometimes it is a surface velocity, other times the verti
cally averaged, the cross-sectional mean velocity or the bed velocity
as used by Brahms and Sternberg.

In the early part of this century Fortier and Scobey (1926) published
an extensive study on "Permissive Canal Velocities" that is giving such
velocities in tabular form. Fortier and Scobey refer to the cross-
sectional velocity.

Although Fortier and Scobey's tables still are used today by some
engineers and coastal morphologists it Is HjulstrbVs (1935) diagram
that 1s used by most of the critical velocity proponents. This diagram
which is based on numerous observations of incipient erosion in Swedish
rivers gives the critical cross-sectional mean velocity as a function
of grain-size. The diagram is limited to deposits with uniform grain-
size.

Later contributions to the critical velocity approach are due to Rubey
(1933), Carstens (1966) and Neill (1967) among many others from the
western world. Barekyan (1963) sumnarlzes data from the Soviet Union.

The critical tractive force approach was initiated by du Buat (1786) at
the same time as Brahms did his pioneering work with critical veloci
ties. Du Buat states that a bed material can withstand a certain bed
shear stress, called the critical bed shear stress, beyond which erosion
will take place. This critical shear stress is considered a property
of the bed form and material while the bed shear stress it must be com
pared to of course is a flow property proportional to the local depth
and slope of the energy grade line.

Du Buat's idea was definitely living in the shadow of the more popular
critical velocity approach until Schocklitsch (1914) picked it up and
proposed a formula for the critical bed shear stress of a horizontal bed
relating it to the mean grain-size of the bed material and the grain
shape. Schocklitsch's formula is based on experimental results. It was
followed up by similar investigations by Krey (1925), O'Brien et al.
(1934) and Straub (1935) among others. Based on the many experiments
dealing with the initiation of erosion of granular beds carried out
world-wide during the first half of the twentieth century, Shields
(1936), Schocklitsch (1950), Lane (1937), Lane (1953), and Leliavsky
(1955) confirm the idea of the critical bed shear stress as a bed
property. Considering for instance the Manning formula for the cross-
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sectional mean velocity in a watercourse and replacing the slope of the
energy grade line by the bed shear stress divided by unit weight of
water and flow depth clearly shows that if the critical bed shear stress
is a bed property the critical velocity cannot be such a property. The
latter must also be a function of flow depth.

The critical bed shear stress seems to be the most rational measure for
a bed s ability to resist scour. However, a majority of the formulas
for this quantity are deterministic. Since both the turbulent flow that
causes scour and the composition of the bed material are of stochastic
nature it should be expected that formulas for the critical bed shear
stress must be stochastic rather than deterministic and relate the
critical shear stress to a probabilistic risk of erosion. The present
paper discusses the development of such a formula or rather method for
determination of the critical bed shear stress of a bed with known grain-
size, composition and shape. It is partially based on earlier work by
the author (Christensen, 1975).

Particle Size, Shape and Packing Parameters

Due to the irregular shape of the individual particles in the sand and
shell deposits usually considered.it is of importance to define the
equivalent size ds of a particle. This is done by relating it to the
particles dry weight W by the expression

6W ^3ds =̂ > (1)
where ys = unit weight of the particle material.

Eqn. (1) defines the grain-size d$ as the diameter of a petfect sphere
made of the same material and with a dry weight equal to that of the
considered particle.

In the case of nonuniform deposits an effective grain-size, d , of the
bed material may be used instead of d . This grain-size is defined as
the particle size of a bed of a uniform material which will experience
incipient motion at the same bed shear stress as the nonuniform material
it represents. When the grain-size distribution of the nonuniform
material Is known the effective grain-size d may be evaluated.
According to Christensen (1969) this may be done by the integration

d* =Fd7 (2)
Jo3!

where f = fraction of weight of the bed material which is smaller than
the size d .

Two bed areas associated with an individual particle are of importance
in the development of a formula for the critical bed shear stress. The
first of these areas is the bed area associated with one grain, i.e.,
including space between grains. This area is called A.. The other,

b
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denoted A , is the area of the grain projected on a plane parallel to

the bed. These areas may be related to the equivalent grain-size d$ by
the simple expressions

Ab =el ds2 (3)

and As =e2 ds2 *4'
where 8. and B* are dimensionless shape factors.

Uniform spherical grains In a regular hexagonal pattern will correspond
to B-i = •'372 and Bo = it/4 < S,. Uniform spherical grains in a square

pattern will correspond to B1 = 1and B2 =ir/4 <Bj. In both cases it
is assumed that the grain to grain contact is not broken.

Angle of Repose of a Cohesionless Bed

A cohesionless bed's angle of repose $ is a measure of that bed's resis
tance to failure by shear of its topmost layer. The bed material In
most coastal waters consists of mixtures of sand and more or less broken
shells of bivalves and monovalves. Due to the nonhomogeneous nature of
such materials the angle of repose must be expected to vary from point
to point of the bed.

It may be written

♦+ \a*= ♦ f1 +n* v (5)
where $ = angle of repose at a specific point of the bed, $ = spatial
average of <f> considering a large bed area, $" = the corresponding
spatial fluctuation of $ at the specific point of the bed, a = standard

deviation of *", n, = normalized fluctuation = ♦"/o. and

s -3t (6)

Numerous direct observations of <t> for various shell and sand mixtures
seem to Indicate that the probability density distribution of <fr may be
approximated by a Gaussian curve. It is of course realized that the
angle of repose never can be negative as would be the case ifj> truly
followed the Gaussian law. However, observed values of both <£ and o

clearly indicate that the apparent probability of having a negative $
truly is negligible when the Gaussian probability density distribution
is assumed.
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Stability Criterion for a Horizontal Cohesionless Bed Exposed to
Turbulent Flow

A single particle of the topmost layer of a horizontal bed exposed to a
unidirectional turbulent flow is acted upon by three active forces; the
horizontal drag force D, the vertical lift force L and the buoyant weight
G as shown in Fig. 1

TIME MEAN FLOW

Fig. 1.

u,.»,.y; WHEN u;<-5,-^

SHELLS

L, /-"l"*!*"! WHEN i£>-^
THEORETICAL 8EB-

Oi

Instantaneous Active Forces on a Particle (Shell) in Topmost
Bed Layer.

Of these forces two, namely the drag and the lift are of a hydrodynamic
nature and may be assumed to have Instantaneous values proportional to
the instantaneous velocity ut squared near the top of the particle in
the highly turbulent flows that usually prevail over beds in coastal
waters. D and L must therefore fluctuate while G of course will remain
constant.

The instantaneous velocity ut near the particle top may be written

ut =ut + ut' = ut ♦ nu ou =ut (1 + nu S(J) (7)

where ut = time mean of ufc, u,.' = fluctuation of that velocity,
ou = standard deviation of ut', n * normalized velocity fluctuation =
ut7ou and

su =̂ (8)
ut

Direct and indirect observations of the velocity fluctuations near a
rough bed have indicated that the probability density function of this
parameter (or rather of nu) follows the Gaussian law and that su is
nearly constant as discussed by Christensen (1965).

In the rare cases when

v < - ut (9)
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the resulting instantaneous velocity will be pointed in the opposite
direction of the time-mean flow. In such cases the drag force D will
also be pointing upstream as indicated in Fig. 1 and given subscript 2.
The resulting active forces corresponding to the two Instantaneous flow
directions are R, and R-.

The angle 9 between the resultant of the active forces and the normal to
the bed serves as an indicator of stability of the bed. When 81 and 62>
where the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the previously discussed in
stantaneous flow directions, exceed the angle of repose of the bed
material erosion will take place. The bed will be stable when these
angles are less than the angle of repose. The criterion of incipient
motion must therefore be

9, =e2 =♦ (10)

or tan 9=g2_ =tan * (11)
in which

G=|ds3 (Ys -Y) (12)
0=t0 B, ds2 (13)

and L=X6i ds2 (14)
where y - unit weight of water, t = instantaneous bed shear stress and

X = instantaneous value of the hydrodynamic lift per unit bed area.

Introduction of Eqns. (12), (13), and (14) in Eqn. (11) yields

it/6 B-, , ,

-o " T <Y* " Y) d* °5)
cot * +-^z

To

in which the lift/shear stress ratio X/t has been replaced by the ratio

of the corresponding time mean values. This is permissible since X and
t both are proportional to the same instantaneous velocity squared.

The t -value given by Eqn. (15) is the instantaneous bed shear stress

value at which motion of the bed material is about to begin.

Assuming that t is proportional to the instantaneous velocity near the

particle top t may be written by use of Eqn. (7)

\ =63 put2 =B3 p"? (1 +nusu)2 <16)
in which 8, = dlmensionless coefficient.

The corresponding time mean value is found to be

-2 „ ±.2
To 63 PV (1 +su } (17)
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Introduction of Eqns. (5) and (16) in Eqn. (15) and elimination of ti^ by
use of Eqn. (17) gives the dimensionless entrainment function

F r* ^ 0 Ŝ"2) 1Eh =(YS -Y) ds " j = ' 2 (18)
s s ± +cot {* (1 + n. s.)} (1 + nu V

To * *
The subscript h on Eh, a function that is defined in a way similar to
Shields' entrainment function, refers to horizontal bed.

The probability of the instantaneous absolute value of the bed shear

2

stress exceeding a value t may be written

"U Su __2„ , ,*- .2. d„ (19)P _L f "e-nZ/2 dn +_L f e-n2/2

assuming a Gaussian frequency distribution of the turbulent velocity
fluctuations.

In Eqn. (19) the first integral represents the probability of the bed
shear stress being less than -|t0| while the second integral is the pro
bability of exceeding +|tJ. The value of su is usually of the order of
magnitude 0.2 as shown by direct observations by Reichardt (1938),
Laufer (1949), Klebanoff (1953) and others, and indirectly by Christensen
(1965) using the hydrodynamic lift measurements of Einstein and El-Samni
(1949). It may therefore be concluded that the first integral in Eqn.
(19) is extremely small compared with the second. Consequently,

p a _L e"n /2 dn (20)
T ^2¥ J+nu

The probability of the angle of repose being less than * may be ex-
pressed by .

e"n/2dn (21)J_ f >
J7S> 1

where the lower limit of the integral corresponds to * = 0.

Since s, usually is small compared to unity this limit may safely be re
placed by -». The probability P of incipient motion may be written

P = PT ' P^ (22)

If a certain probability P of erosion is prescribed for instance in a
design problem the corresponding values of n„ and n. must be selected so

u <p
that the entrainment function Eh is minimum and at the same time Eqn.
(22) is satisfied. In other words n„ and n, should be determined by a

U 9
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minimization process in which E. given by Eqn. (18) is the objective

function, Eqn. (22) with the given P-value the constraint and ny and
the decision variables. The time-mean value of the bed shear stress
corresponding to the minimum value of the entrainment function, E

is then the critical shear stress, t
lcr.h*

ponding to that risk of erosion. The critical shear stress of a co
hesionless granular bed is therefore not a property of the bed alone but
also a function of the choosen probability of erosion. This leads to
the following definition of critical shear stress

The critical shear stress of a cohesionless bed is the
time-mean value of the bed shear stress when the pro
bability of incipient motion of any particle of the
bed's topmost layer is P.

Lift Per Unit Bed Area and the Lift Coefficient

h.min*
of the horizontal bed corres-

EqjK (18) cannot be used without knowledge of the lift/shear stress ratio
X/t that requires evaluation of the time-mean lift per unit bed area X.

[•VERTICAL
PRESSURE p

AREA 4A, i

Fig. 2. Pressure and Shear Forces
on an Individual Particle in
Topmost Layer of Bed.

particle surface at point (x,z) is u.
sure.

To do this an arbitrary particle
is considered in Fig. 2. This may
be a cockle shell. An x-z coordi
nate system with vertical z-axis
is used. T and k are the unit
vectors oriented along the coordi
nate axes. If 1s the unit vector
normal to the particle surface at
point (x,z) Subscript i refers to
the part of the particle surface
that Is exposed to stagnant water,
p and t are Instantaneous pressure
and shear stress acting on the
particle surface while the Instan
taneous velocity near the particle
top is u^. The velocity near the

p refers to the stagnation pres-

Neglecting the influence of the shear stress x which is reasonable at
least in the rough flow range the vertical force dF acting on the part
of the particle represented by area dA may be written

dF
dA.

-p dHy K
n • k

dA.

+[Pi (-t-H) « * k] =<-P +Pi) d/\. (24)

where the difference p^ - pmay be found by applying the Bernoulli equa
tion twice and eliminate p . First along a streamline near the particle

surface exposed to flow, thereafter in the stagnant water below the par
ticle. This gives

dF
*3

dAe + y (z z^ dAs (25)
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or by integration over the entire particle

F=L yk dAs +L Y(z - z^ dAs =L+B (26)
fls AS

where the first term is the hydrodynamic lift force and the second the
buoyant force on the grain which may be taken into consideration by using
the buoyant unit weight of the grain material when the buoyant weight G
is calculated.

The instantaneous hydrodynamic lift per unit bed area X may now be
written 2

X=A^"CX X\ <27>
oefficient c.

2 1 f 77 2

where the lift coefficient c. is

cx =—*-? f (ir) *\ =—]~y f (-) dAe
bTV Jas Ut S *1 ds2 Jas \ S

(28)

In Eqn. (28) the ratio of instantaneous velocities has been replaced by
the ratio of the corresponding time-mean values. This assumes that the
particle is small compared to the characteristic length of the turbulent
structure of the flow. An assumption that is quite reasonable In the
usually highly turbulent coastal waters.

To evaluate the 11ft coefficient cA the velocity profile near the parti
cle surface must be known. Assuming that this profile could be repre
sented by or at least approximated by the classic logarithmic velocity
distribution in the rough flow range is tempting. However, thePrandtl -
von Karma'n profile fails near the bed where it gives negative velocities
going toward -». This would of course also neglect the influence the
individual particles have locally on the flow field.

Instead a modified velocity profile proposed by the author (Christensen,
1972) is introduced by the expression

JL.2.5i„(^aui, (29)
in which uf = friction velocity, y = distance from the theoretical bed
and k = equivalent sand roughness. The theoretical bed Is located at
elevation

z°=k L h dA" (3o)
b

where zb refers to the local elevation of points on the particle surface.

To evaluate the lift coefficient a shape of the particle surface must be
assumed. Since the value of cA probably not is very sensitive to the
shape a simple spherical surface has been chosen as shown in Fig. 3.
The cord length of this spherical section is denoted c while h is its
height, c will of course be equal to d for complete spheres, x is
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the abscissa corresponding to the location of the theoretical bed at
elevation z . The spheres radius is r.

[-APPROXIMATWS SPHERE

-TOP OF SHELL

-THEORETICAL RED

-FLUME BEO

Fig. 3. Approximation of Particle Surface by Part of a Spherical
Surface With Radius r.

Using this particle's surface and the proposed velocity profile given
by Eqn. (29) it can be shown that the lift coefficient may be written

V*^!^'1^!^
where the *- and I-functions are

Bl c
•&»1'E>

t'-Ww^f^'"2
where

and

I(pB^fc) =je°f(c)de
with the auxllllary function f(e) given by the equation

-T-T- , ,29.7 ,1 I/c,2 .f\ 1,c,2 ^2

"8^7 t1 +I«^> >»
The dimensionless variable in Eqn. (35) is defined by

_ x

e"h

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

The c-value corresponding to the location of the theoretical bed, I.e.,
2 = z_

(37)
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By use of Eqn. (31) and the functions $, I, and f(e) the lift coeffi
cient may now be evaluated as a function of h/c and k/c for chosen
BT-values. 61 = 1corresponding to a square pattern of the particle
arrangement in the bed's top layer and B2 = JZfl corresponding to a hexa
gonal pattern are used as representative values. The result of the
evaluation is shown in Figure 4. It should be noted that the influence
of Bj representing the arrangement of particles in the topmost layer is
quite minimal.

TYPICAL FOR VANOTNINCS COCKLE -

040

I HEXAGONAL PATTERN005- 1• fl .&-*-—•>--

0 — _;.. ._|__4- -4-J
O 01 02 0 5 0 4 05

* t
HEMISPHERES

Fig. 4 Lift Coefficient as Func
tion of h/c and k/h for Square
and Hexagonal Pattern.

}02

}05

}'

},0

the lift/shear stress ratio may be

1

± •> 3.125 cx (1 +Su2)[ln(29.7 —

Experimental verification of these
c^-values was carried out by
Neyland (1980) with satisfactory
results.

The ratio of time-mean lift per
unit bed area to time-mean shear
stress may now be developed as

T cil M
P u.

-) (i * •.*>• (38)

By using the velocity profile
given by Eqn. (29) and realizing
that the distance yfc from the
theoretical bed to the top of the
particle represented by the sphe
rical surface is

y. =0 «-4,h2
t

written

rf^n+}(|)])h

1T_
8~eT

4 ,h.[1*5<{9]
+ 1)3'k/h

(39)

(40)

Minimization of the Entrainment Function Eh

The values of the normalized spatial function of the angle of repose,
0, n., and the normalized time fluctuation of the velocity u... n , that

9 J t U
make E^ minimum and at the same time satisfy the constraint given by
Eqn. (22) with a given P-value are now to be found.

The objective function in this minimization process is of course Eqn.
(18) for Eh. The decision varibles are ny and n while the constraint
is Eqn. (22) that may be written in the form
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i|> » P - (0.5 - erf nu) (0.5 +erf n.) =0 (41)

where iji represents the constraint function.

Minimum of Eh requires that ny and n^ also will satisfy the following
equations

^ +Airn; =° c«)

^7 +'aV° (43)9 9

in which X is a constant multiplier.

Elimination of X yields

3 Eu

J!"
3 E.

3 nu 3 "uft ^ (44)
It 3i|i

3 n, 3 n.
9 9

or by introduction of the partial derivates of Eqns. (18) and (41) and
solving for the predominant n term,

0"nu /2 f s. (1 +n, s„)
erf n, =0.5 - (0.5 +erf n.) • ^—5— • % _ " u

* eV/2 2su sin {*(1 +n* s9)}

• z1 (45)
^+ cot^O +n^ s )}
To

At the same time Eqn. (41) may be transformed into

P

0.5 - erf n,
erf nA =n A_,' „ - 0.5 (46)

u

The n- and n -values that make Eh minimum may be found from these two
equations by an iterative numerical process. A first estimate of nu,
e.g., n = 3 corresponding toP = 0.001, introduced in Eqn. (46) will,

together with a standard error function table, give an n -value which

introduced in Eqn. (45) together with the estimated nu gives an improved
n -value. This value replaced the originally estimated n and the pro

cess is repeated until the desired accuracy is reached. With the final
n. - and n.-values the minimum value of the dimensionless entrainment
u 9
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function Eu { is found from Eqn. (18) and the critical shear stress
h.min

is found as

7cr.h " Eh.min <*s "* de (47)
This is the critical bed shear stress of a horizontal bed. In case of
sloping beds this value should be reduced somewhat as indicated by Lane
(1955) and Christensen (1972).

Comparison of critical shear stress obtained by the method outlined in
this paper with actually observed values have indicated a good agree
ment.
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